CHICAGO, DALLAS & FORT WORTH APRIL/MAY 2012.
Time for another visit to America, this time I was joined by David Price and we would be
heading to Chicago, then onwards to Dallas & Fort Worth, before returning to Chicago.
Main aims of the trip for me were trying to reduce my number of required METRA locos
and also to cover TRE as it was a commuter system I had never done before.
Thursday 26th April 2012.
An early finish from work found me driving along the deserted M4 in the middle of the
night to my house, where I collected my pre-packed bag and got a lift to the station with
David and his father. The cheapest way to Heathrow for us was on advance tickets
Newport to Swindon (change train and wait for one 10 minutes behind) then Swindon to
West Drayton (change at Reading) and then the last leg by local bus.
We were at the airport in good time for our flight operated by United Airlines, the
airplane was an ex Continental plane (the companies have recently merged) and was an
absolute old bucket. Despite boarding on time we were about an hour late getting away.
I managed to get some sleep on the way, which was pretty good as we were surrounded
by a rugby team going on tour, 32 of them in all and more than once they had to be told
by cabin crew to quieten down.
Once in Chicago it was time to join an almighty queue at immigration, the desks were
clearly undermanned and it took nearly 2 hours to get to the front of the queue, and just
for good measure I was given a severe grilling before being stamped in.
After collecting the bags we made our way to the CTA and took the next service to
Jefferson Park where we made our way upstairs to the METRA platforms, just missing an
inbound service. Luckily there was another service about 20 minutes behind and even
more luckily it was a pair, including a new loco for me – one down then, thirty to go.
Once at OTC we ambled over to Union where we didn’t have to wait long for a service to
Aurora where we would be based for four nights. Once booked into the hotel (rail side
room as requested) a couple of quick beers were had in the pub in the old roundhouse
next to the station before calling it a night.
MOVES:
UNITED N662UA (UA949) 1220 London Heathrow to Chicago O’Hare
METRA 157 & 172 (658) 1901 Jefferson Park to Chicago OTC
METRA 198 (1291) 1940 Chicago Union to Aurora
Friday 27th April 2012.
Got up at a reasonable time and after breakfast covered the back end of the morning
commute into the city, hoping for one or more of my last five BNSF allocated METRA
locos to drop out. As we pulled out on the 0806 departure one of them (197) rolled in, so
as that would be close behind we leapt at Route 59 for it, and took it all the way into
Chicago.

From Chicago we made out way to Franklin Park (another winner loco too!) and spent a
few hours in the area photographing various freight and commuter movements from a
couple of different points, and also took some time out for a meal and a beer in the Irish
pub by the crossing at the Chicago end of the station. We then headed back towards
Chicago, bailing at Western Avenue to cover the evening rush and hoping to get a ride
with 611 or 614 (both new for David). As we got off the train so 614 rolled in heading to
Big Timber Road so we legged it through the underpass and just made it onto the train as
the doors shut, we were banking on train 2227 producing so this earlier service took us a
bit by surprise. As soon as we set off the conductor was with us, and when he asked
where we were going our reply was “wherever this train is going” (we didn’t actually
know when we had jumped on) which caused him to give us an odd look. Once we
explained we just wanted to ride the loco he understood what was going on, also telling
us that this equipment came straight back as well. At Big Timber Road there was just
about time to get a photo or two of 614 before heading back to Chicago and onwards to
Aurora where we had a couple of beers before crashing out for the night.
MOVES:
METRA 209 (1370) 0806 Aurora to Route 59
METRA 197 (1260) 0828 Route 59 to Chicago Union
METRA 216 (2213) 1030 Chicago Union to Franklin Park
METRA 100 (2240) 1510 Franklin Park to Western Avenue
METRA 614 (2223) 1539 Western Avenue to Big Timber Road
METRA 614 (2246) 1707 Big Timber Road to Chicago Union
METRA 403 (1287) 1852 Chicago Union to Aurora
Saturday 28th April 2012.
A quick check on the internet after breakfast revealed that 611 was expected to be out on
the Fox Lake line during the day with a trip out of Union in the afternoon so that was
something to do later on. At the station the usual weekend rover was purchased for $7
each and off we went. After leaving Aurora 195 passed by and as that was new we got off
our train at Cicero and doubled back for it. Eventually we arrived in Chicago and with
nothing special out of Union for the time being we headed over to OTC and covered a
few trains, no winners about for now but 130 was in position (part of a pair) to be had
later. 611 was taken to Fox Lake and return and when we got back there was the fine
sight of 614 and 611 almost side by side at Union with the 1630 and 1635 departures. A
quick trip from OTC to Clybourn and return was taken to score 130, and then back over
to Union to start heading towards Aurora. We just about made the 1735 fast service, nonstop to Downers Grove so we leapt on that, unaware what the loco was but whatever it
was it gave a storming run and was a right clag monster. At Downers Grove we found
out it was 210, another of my BNSF winners and my last “Winnebago” as well. A visit
to the nearby Emmett’s Brew Pub was made before we finished making our way to
Aurora.
MOVES:
METRA 191 (1304) 0720 Aurora to Cicero
METRA 189 (1303) 0851 Cicero to Harlem Avenue

METRA 195 (1306) 0912 Harlem Avenue to Chicago Union
METRA 144 (703) 1030 Chicago OTC to Clybourn
METRA 172 (805) 1043 Clybourn to Main Street Evanston
METRA 137 (812) 1102 Main Street Evanston to Chicago OTC
METRA 415 (2709) 1230 Chicago Union to Western Avenue
METRA 611 (2607) 1244 Western Avenue to Fox Lake
METRA 611 (2614) 1445 Fox Lake to Chicago Union
METRA 147 (818) 1635 Chicago OTC to Clybourn
METRA 130 & 175 (720) 1712 Clybourn to Chicago OTC
METRA 210 (1327) 1735 Chicago Union to Downers Grove
METRA 195 (1322) 2045 Downers Grove to Western Springs
METRA 189 (1321) 2111 Western Springs to Aurora

METRA 611 at Fox Lake.
Sunday 29th April 2012.
Down to Chicago and again nothing special about at Union, so over to OTC. By
comparing what was already stabled in platforms to the departure boards it became
apparent that there was scope for at least two winners later on, so we stayed OTC side
hoping for some extra winners on inbound services, end result though was just the two
that were already worked out. There were two other winners stabled at OTC all day but
they eventually got “allocated” trains very late in the day, which would have meant a
stupidly late night getting back to Aurora. Hopefully we’d get them the following
weekend – hopelessly optimistic that turned out to be, as we didn’t!

MOVES:
METRA 189 (1304) 0820 Aurora to Chicago Union
METRA 144 (703) 1030 Chicago OTC to Clybourn
METRA 129 (807) 1043 Clybourn to Braeside
METRA 120 (814) 1139 Braeside to Chicago OTC
METRA 170 (805) 1240 Chicago OTC to Berkeley
METRA 135 (508) 1316 Berkeley to Chicago OTC
METRA 134 (713) 1430 Chicago OTC to Clybourn
METRA 120 (815) 1443 Clybourn to Main Street Evanston
METRA 124 (818) 1502 Main Street Evanston to Ravenswood
METRA 142 (817) 1547 Ravenswood to Glencoe
METRA 141 (820) 1642 Glencoe to Wilmette
METRA 121 (819) 1704 Wilmette to Glencoe
METRA 142 (822) 1736 Glencoe to Chicago OTC
METRA 195 (1319) 1840 Chicago Union to Aurora
Monday 30th April 2012.
Today we’d be heading to Dallas on Amtrak, so that meant checking out of the hotel,
however as we’d be back later in the week I asked if I could leave my big bag behind and
that was OK. After breakfast we covered the back end of the rush, I hoped that my now
last two BNSF locos may appear (117 and 402) but we knew 117 had been stabled at
Aurora all weekend and it was now gone so therefore had worked an earlier service, and
402 was seen stabled light loco in the yard so had either failed or was sat spare? We
made our journey to Chicago taking a break at Clarendon Hills where a couple of freights
came through while we waited.
Once in Chicago we walked down to Canal Street where the line out of OTC goes over
the top of the line out of Union. We knew there would be two inbound and two outbound
METRA trains timetabled for Union, and as a bonus the light loco for one of the
outbounds passed by as we got into position. Another unexpected bonus was switcher
loco #7 going into Union and then coming back dragging an MPI36 which had been the
weekend spare loco. One of the inbounds also came back out as an ECS so it was a
productive period, however the down side was it started raining very hard as we made our
way back to the station.
Once back at Union we had a couple of beers in the station bar and then made our way to
the sleeper lounge ready to board the Texas Eagle. Departure was on time and our
enthusiastic sleeper attendant didn’t take long to introduce himself. After this we made
our way to the lounge car, spending time there until we went to dinner in the diner (the
steak was rather fine). After this we soon retired for the night.
MOVES:
METRA 404 (1260) 0820 Aurora to Clarendon Hills
METRA 197 (1262) 0952 Clarendon Hills to Chicago Union
AMTRAK 823 (21) 1345 Chicago Union to Dallas Union (arrive Tue)

Tuesday 1st May 2012.
Arrival in Dallas was at about 1100, a little ahead of schedule. With no TRE arrivals or
departures due for a while we had a wander around outside the station and found vantage
points to photograph the departure of the Texas Eagle and also a passing freight with a
genset loco leading, before a TRE service showed up. While outside the station we were
in the infamous area where JFK met his shocking demise, and I wasn’t surprised that the
area was busy with people who had come to see the site, what did surprise me was that I
thought the atmosphere would be solemn, but instead people seemed excitable, some
were even dashing into the road to have their photos taken at the exact spot of the
shooting, gurning like idiots and making “thumbs up” gestures, which I thought was quite
distasteful, regardless of what their political views may have been.
Anyway, back to the trains. We did the 1240 TRE departure as far as Fort Worth ITC
station where I had a quick look around outside for some place where it may be possible
to photograph trains, but nothing stood out to me, there may have been places but it was
hot and I was tired and so I went back to the station. We took the return of the 1240 back
towards Dallas as far as Medical/Market station where we took a 15-minute walk to
where we were staying and I had a well-needed shower. Then it was back to the trains
and the next five trains we did were the other five locos that were out. Eventually we
ended up at the Fort Worth T&P station where we had a bit of a layover. A couple of
freights passed through and then we went down into the impressive station building and
had a couple of beers in the nicely restored station restaurant, which is now a pub, the
T&P Tavern. From here it was back to Medical/Market where we called it quits for the
day.
MOVES:
TRE 122 (2923) 1240 Dallas Union to Fort Worth ITC
TRE 122 (2924) 1351 Fort Worth ITC to Medical/Market
TRE 121 (2929) 1559 Medical/Market to West Irving
TRE 570 (2930) 1622 West Irving to South Irving
TRE 126 (2931) 1638 South Irving to West Irving
TRE 123 (2732) 1645 West Irving to South Irving
TRE 569 (2933) 1658 South Irving to West Irving
TRE 122 (2934) 1717 West Irving to South Irving
TRE 123 (2937) 1739 South Irving to Fort Worth T&P
TRE 122 (2944) 1942 Fort Worth T&P to Medical/Market

TRE 569 departing West Irving station
Wednesday 2nd May 2012.
It didn’t take long this morning to work out that all six turns were using the same locos as
the day before, which was disappointing as we’d hoped for at least one different loco
today. After a couple of trips we ended up in Dallas for a break where we had a quick
spin out on the DART system and a meal, before covering the afternoon peak with still
no loco swaps. As per yesterday we ended up at Fort Worth T&P again off train 2937,
and today there was a UP special in the through roads on the track nearest the TRE
platforms, which we could see was steam hauled with the loco up in the distance. A
couple of people on the platform told us it was UP844, and that it would be stabling here
overnight. We took a walk out of the station towards the front of the train, and UP police
were in attendance at a trackside access gate and allowed us to wander up and photograph
the loco, along with the 3 piece E9 unit (A-B-A) which it had in tow. Back at the station
we made a visit to the T&P Tavern where tonight all draft beers were $3 each, excellent!
Suitably refreshed we then headed back to Medical/Market for the night, noting that loco
125 was now out in the TRE yard at CenterPort and hoping that it would come out in the
morning.
MOVES:
TRE 121 (2713) 0814 Market/Medical to CenterPort/DFW
TRE 123 (2914) 0855 CenterPort/DFW to Medical/Market
TRE 122 (2917) 0923 Medical/Market to Fort Worth T&P
TRE 122 (2920) 1047 Fort worth T&P to Hurst/Bell
TRE 570 (2921) 1125 Hurst/Bell to Fort Worth T&P
TRE 570 (2922) 1217 Fort Worth T&P to Dallas Union

TRE 126 (2931) 1620 Dallas Union to Hurst/Bell
TRE 122 (2934) 1702 Hurst/Bell to West Irving
TRE 570 (2935) 1718 West Irving to Hurst/Bell
TRE 121 (2936) 1734 Hurst/Bell to CenterPort/DFW
TRE 123 (2937) 1751 CenterPort/DFW to Fort Worth T&P
TRE 122 (2944) 1942 Fort worth T&P to Market/Medical

TRE 123 approaching the CenterPort/DFW station.

Big UP steamer 844 taking a rest at Fort Worth T&P
Thursday 3rd May 2012.
A last roll of the TRE dice, and fingers crossed for 125 being out, but our hopes were
dashed as the same six locos were out for the third day running. After a morning on the
TRE we spent a bit of time camped out on the Amtrak platform at Dallas awaiting our
train to Chicago, apart from a quick trip I did on the DART to see if I could find a
different vantage point for photographs where the DART line runs parallel to the heavy
rail, it didn’t run parallel for very far and so I drew a blank. Back at Dallas there was a
fair amount of freight activity, plus the odd TRE service and of course the DART so the
time went quite quickly.
A quick note about my impressions of TRE – well worth doing but would have liked
more locos, 120 was seen on shed a couple of times and appeared to be under
maintenance, 124 wasn’t seen at all, and 125 was seen once but not out in service. Most
of the Budd railcar fleet was on loan to “A train” in Denton County and so all services we
saw were diesel hauled/pushed. Service was reliable and punctual, fares were good ($10
all day rover including Denton A train and DART) and trains well used. The engines
looked good in their distinctive “Texas Flag” livery and I thought the older F59s looked
really smart. The Bombardier rolling stock was also well kept and clean, and most
importantly as the weather was boiling hot during our visit, the aircon worked perfectly.
And so to our Amtrak train, as we were travelling in the seats on this leg we had to put up
with the usual boarding farce before we got on the late running train, we were about 50’
late departing. We spent the evening sat in the lounge (actually an additional diner car in
place of lounge car) with a guy who was heading to the east coast. He asked me if he

could use my phone charger to charge his phone and as luck would have it mine was
compatible, and so as a reward to me he bought me a few beers, which was well sociable
of him.
MOVES:
TRE 126 (2907) 0656 Medical/Market to South Irving
TRE 569 (2206) 0717 South Irving to Medical/Market
TRE 123 (2909) 0728 Medical/Market to West Irving
TRE 570 (2210) 0752 West Irving to Medical/Market
TRE 121 (2713) 0814 Medical/Market to CenterPort/DFW
TRE 123 (2914) 0855 CenterPort/DFW to South Irving
TRE 122 (2917) 0932 South Irving to Fort Worth T&P
TRE 122 (2920) 1047 Fort Worth T&P to Dallas Union
AMTRAK 821 (22) 1540+50 Dallas Union to Chicago Union (arrive Thu)
REROUTE ST LOUIS TO CHICAGO VIA CHICAGO & EAST ILLINOIS RR

Northbound Texas Eagle arriving at Dallas Union to return us to Chicago.
Friday 4th May 2012.
By the time I woke up we were running about 2 hours late having been stuck behind a
freight train, which had been having problems during the night. I took breakfast just
before arrival in St Louis and then spent the rest of the trip in the additional diner that
was replacing the lounge. We left St Louis via a strange route, which appeared to be a
freight line with many sidings coming off it serving local businesses. From St Louis we
would also be running non stop to Chicago as we were rerouted via the C&EIR while the

regular route was undergoing upgrading for high speed running. We eventually rolled
into Chicago at about 5pm, just in time to see winner 117 departing for Aurora.
We took an outbound service to LaVergne where we spent a while photographing the
procession of METRA trains coming out of the city (and some empties going back in)
before heading on to Aurora and rebooking into the hotel, with the same room we’d had
the previous week. From Aurora we went to Downers Grove and return, having supper
in Emmett’s brew pub, all you can eat fish and chips for $15, which wasn’t bad.
MOVES:
METRA 403 (1263) 1713 Chicago Union to LaVergne
METRA 187 (1287) 1815 LaVergne to Aurora
METRA 187 (1260) 2020 Aurora to Downers Grove
METRA 197 (1295) 2223 Downers Grove to Aurora

METRA 200 heads one of several outbound commuter trains we saw at LaVergne.
Saturday 5th May 2012.
The usual Saturday morning routine, obtain a $7 weekend rover, head to Chicago and
find nothing special out of Union, and then over to OTC. At OTC fell straight onto
winner 138, which was taken to River Forest, I bailed here as there was a freight waiting
in the station that I could photograph. Also some kids were playing baseball on a field
next to the platform, which was good entertainment while waiting for the inbound back to
Chicago. Back at OTC a quick scout around revealed two more winners to be had later,
including another trip to River Forest where freight had replaced the one which was
stabled earlier. So all in all a good day, three consecutive numbered winners before

heading back to Aurora. At Aurora a quick visit was taken to the local casino and after
that I headed to bed $30 out of pocket.
MOVES:
METRA 403 (1306) 0820 Aurora to Chicago Union
METRA 138 (503) 1040 Chicago OTC to River Forest
METRA 166 (506) 1125 River Forest to Chicago OTC
METRA 165 (705) 1230 Chicago OTC to Clybourn
METRA 161 (809) 1243 Clybourn to Main Street Evanston
METRA 178 (816) 1302 Main Street Evanston to Chicago OTC
METRA 140 (507) 1440 Chicago OTC to River Forest
METRA 151 (510) 1525 River Forest to Chicago OTC
METRA 156 (717) 1630 Chicago OTC to Clybourn
METRA 121 (819) 1643 Clybourn to Glencoe
METRA 139 (822) 1736 Glencoe to Chicago OTC
METRA 403 (1319) 1840 Chicago Union to Aurora

Room with a view. BNSF freight as seen from hotel room.
Sunday 6th May 2012.
Down to Chicago and with nothing of note on the 1030 wave of departures from either
station I took some time out to ride the CTA elevated loop around the city. A quick
check was made at Union then back to OTC where I found that I’d be having two
winners for the day at least, so better than nothing. 2nd winner of the day 146 was taken
to Waukegan where I was able to photograph the trains laying over for the weekend in
the yard adjacent to the station. Back at Aurora during the evening, a visit was made to

an Irish Pub where the peace was shattered when the fire alarm went off, which prompted
the local fire brigade to arrive at the scene very quickly. No fire was found which was
just as well as the staff had made no attempt to evacuate the place anyway.
MOVES:
METRA 192 (1304) 0820 Aurora to Chicago Union
METRA 143 (707) 1230 Chicago OTC to Clybourn
METRA 150 (811) 1243 Clybourn to Main Street Evanston
METRA 141 (816) 1302 Main Street Evanston to Chicago OTC
METRA 165 (713) 1430 Chicago OTC to Clybourn
METRA 146 (815) 1443 Clybourn to Waukegan
METRA 128 (820) 1610 Waukegan to Wilmette
METRA 150 (819) 1704 Wilmette to Ravinia
METRA 140 (822) 1732 Ravinia to Chicago OTC
METRA 198 (1319) 1840 Chicago Union to Aurora

METRA loco line up at Waukegan. One more train was stabled to the left of 139.
Monday 7th May 2012.
Final day, and as I got out from having a shower I saw winner 117 from the window
pulling into the station so I made a dash (after drying off and getting dressed!) to have it.
My last BNSF winner 402 was still in the yard and didn’t look like it had moved from the
previous week. Soon got back to Aurora and so it was then time for breakfast and then
check out of the hotel which had served us well. We headed into Chicago breaking our
journey at Downers Grove where we saw a couple of freights come through, and also
Amtrak 500 on the morning service from Quincy. At Union station a quick drink was

had in the bar and then on the off chance I went out to see what the 1230 and 1235
departures were, and was surprised to find both were winners and therefore had to be
done. A final visit to the bar at Union was then made for a meal and a beer before
heading to the airport by way of METRA from OTC to Jefferson Park and then CTA
onwards. An on time flight on an equally as clapped out aircraft we had arrived on got us
back to London the next morning and then the same route was used to get home as on the
outward.
MOVES:
METRA 117 (1236) 0707 Aurora to Route 59
METRA 114 (1205) 0714 Route 59 to Aurora
METRA 187 (1260) 0820 Aurora to Downers Grove
METRA 213 (1264) 1045 Downers Grove to Chicago Union
METRA 108 (2217) 1230 Chicago Union to Western Avenue
METRA 101 (2117) 1244 Western Avenue to Healy
METRA 421 (2134) 1301 Healy to Chicago Union
METRA 143 (621) 1430 Chicago Union to Jefferson Park
UNITED N658UA (UA988) 1808 Chicago O’Hare to London Heathrow
CONCLUSION
A good trip, plenty of time in Chicago which is one of the best places to go for trains, and
got 16 of the 31 locos I was after which I was happy enough with. Dallas was also good
but would have been better had they used a couple of extra locos, however I now have an
excuse to go back at another point in time and will probably layover in Dallas if I find
myself doing the Texas Eagle all the way through to LA or vice versa.
The next trip will be with my father and we will be spending time in Pennsylvania in a
hire car with more emphasis on photographing trains rather than riding them.

